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India's Digital and Telecom Story:

The Inter-Linked podcast series aims to hold nuanced conversations on

the interdisciplinary nature of the problems that are plaguing the world

today. In many ways, intersectionality has become the backbone of

most of the academic discourse. No longer do we simply understand

problems in the tight neat boxes that they were hitherto classified into.

As we hold conversations on the socio-political climate, we want to

break down these intellectual barriers and look at topics in a way that

will allow us to question it from several facets. Thus, we are committed

to providing students an insight into this, but from newer and more

innovative angles.

Established in 1981, ICRIER is an independent think tank focused on

evidence-based policy research and has been at the forefront of public

policy in India. 

As we grow increasingly reliant on the internet, lines blur between

analog and digital worlds. The Telecom and Digital Series looked at the

different layers of the evolving digital economy and examine some of

the key debates in the realm of internet governance and technology

policy. The series started with an overview of the Internet governance

ecosystem, it's evolution and important contemporary debates.

Following which the series will explore three different layers of the

internet - starting with the physical infrastructure layer, which will

capture debates in the telecom. Followed by a discussion on the

opportunities and challenges of the space, and moving up to the

application layers that will discuss the primacy of platforms in the digital

ecosystem and challenges thereof.

Gendered Identities in the Digital SpaceGendered Identities in the Digital Space

We discuss the polarities which exist in the digital space in the context of

accessibility, usage, and ownership of technology. We also delve int

platformisation of work and its relation to gender.



This is the first conversation in our 2-part series on

‘Gendered Identities in the Digital Space’. Prof (Dr)

Lina Sonne foregrounds our understanding of

accessibility, usage, and ownership of technology,

and technology-enabled devices (mobile phones),

to establish how women continue to be

disadvantaged in this perceived gender agnostic

space. This conversation primarily draws from Dr

Sonne’s research in this area of women’s use of

mobile phones in India.

Mainstreaming Gender in TechnologyMainstreaming Gender in Technology

In conversation with Dr. Lina SonneIn conversation with Dr. Lina Sonne

  

Dr Lina Sonne
Dr. Lina Sonne is an Innovation Economist
with over 15 years of experience in practice
and policy-oriented research on 1) inclusive
innovation and social entrepreneurship; 2)
technology and gender, digitisation and
society; 3) entrepreneurship in arts &
culture. She is an Innovation Economist
with over 15 years of experience in practice
and policy-oriented research on 1) inclusive
innovation and social entrepreneurship; 2)
technology and gender, digitisation and
society; 3) entrepreneurship in arts &
culture. 

https://open.spotify.com/episode/2SMJhCdVoojWU3E2hYOcLt?si=e547475a17584831


In the second episode of this series on

Gendered Identities in the Digital Space, we

spoke to Ambika Tandon from The Centre for

Internet and Society about the issue of

platformisation of work and how it impacts

gendered groups in our economy. 

Gender & Platformisation of WorkGender & Platformisation of Work

In conversation with Ambika TandonIn conversation with Ambika Tandon

  

Ambika Tandon
Ambika Tandon is a Senior Policy
Officer at CIS, where she studies the
intersections of gender and technology.
Her work focuses on women’s work in
the digital economy, and the impact of
emerging technologies on social
inequality. She also engages in
developing feminist methods for
technology research.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/1PHq2qozzO0DTVbfSEmVRS?si=f3c78996ab7a48f6


With India hosting its first National Internet

Governance Forum late last year, there have

been conversations around the topic and what it

means for India. In conversation with guest

speaker Isha Suri, Ashika and Shiva outline the

models of internet governance, explore issues of

representation and diversity, and discuss the

work of international voluntary organizations in

the space along with their unique challenges.

Internet governance in flux: What does itInternet governance in flux: What does it

mean for India?mean for India?

In conversation with Isha SuriIn conversation with Isha Suri

  

Isha Suri
Isha is currently working as a Senior
Researcher at the Centre for Internet
and Society and has a commendable
amount of experience in the policy
space. Her areas of interest include
Telecom Policy, Competition Law,
Internet Governance, Intellectual
Property Rights, and Privacy and
Data Protection.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/6aBlgGiIcSHi2PyxLd4ogg?si=-2JP79wfTMuYfxn8tWeeYQ&utm_source=copy-link


In this episode, Ashika and Shiva revisit major

incidents in India's Telecom Sector from tis

genesis to its major features. This is the second

podcast from a collaboration series between

CNES and ICRIER where we will be tackling

India's Digital and Telecom Sector and its

underpinnings. 

India's Telecom Story: An OverviewIndia's Telecom Story: An Overview

  In conversation with Dr. Rajat KathuriaIn conversation with Dr. Rajat Kathuria  

  

  

Dr. Rajat Kathuria
Our guest is Dr. Rajat Kathuria. He is founder
member of Broadband Society for Universal
Access and served on the Board of Delhi
Management Association. Dr. Kathuria holds
a Master’s degree from Delhi School of
Economics and a Ph.D. from the University of
Maryland (College Park), USA. He has worked
with the World Bank, Washington DC as a
Consultant and carried out research
assignments for international organizations,
like ILO and UNCTAD.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/5Pzh2dMaiWil9IXKoqX2Ii?si=eaBNeiF2SYO2EfH1o914NA&utm_source=copy-link


In this episode, Ashika and Mayank discuss how

digitization is bringing waves of change and the

divide that plagues the Telecom sector. We will

touch upon major milestones in India’s telecom

story through the lens of inequity. We discuss

topics like India’s rural/urban divide, transition

from 4G to 5G and more.

India's Telecom Sector : Challenges andIndia's Telecom Sector : Challenges and

OpportunitiesOpportunities

  In conversation with Dr. Rajkumar UpadhyayIn conversation with Dr. Rajkumar Upadhyay  

  

  

Dr. Rajkumar Upadhyay
He is currently working as the Executive Director
of the Centre for Development of Telematics or
(C-DOT). He has worked for almost a decade as
the Additional General Manager for BSNL and
went on to become the Advisor for Telecom
Regulatory Authority of India and also the
Director for the Department of
Telecommunications. He is the winner of the
National e-Governance Award presented by the
Government of India among many other
accolades. 

https://open.spotify.com/episode/7pZAjXGeqc6eb041ON3bJh?si=97ee1adb6bf24867


Till now the series covered the trajectory of the

Indian Telecom Sector and how digitization is

bringing waves of change and also about the

divide that plagues the sector. In this

conversation,  we will be taking a step back and

looking at the market in itself, with a special

focus on competition in India and globally. 

Digital Platforms and CompetitionDigital Platforms and Competition

  In conversation with Dr.Payal MalikIn conversation with Dr.Payal Malik  

  

  

Dr. Payal Malik
With impressive research in the Information and
Communication Technology sector, Dr. Malik is
currently working as the Economics Advisor and
is the head of the Economics Division at the
Competition Commission of India. She has
collaborated with several international
universities and various named International
organizations in her field of expertise and interest ,
namely: Economics of Regulation and
Competition, Competition policy and Digital
markets , among many others. 

https://open.spotify.com/episode/5IL5c7FSQDWIYUmEcMPJbs?si=ef48a2f46cdc4019
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